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Product/Effort Results/Used For Future Plans/Next Steps 
DataONE Five Principles   
Data services Ecosystem  
- the idea of an effort to identify 
the administrative actors who 
support and influence research 
data services in academic and 
federal institutions) 
3 questions included in the 
Scientists/Educators follow up 
survey to be deployed this summer 
 
FAQs - 10 FAQs through 2 revisions by 
SCWG and 1 review by LT 
- 3 of the high priority on 
ask.dataone.org 
- Remaining ones need review 
 
WG Membership Participation 
Surveys 
- Prelim results Shared with 
external advisory board. 
 
Terms and Conditions -   
Personas -   
Usability tests of DataONE.org - Analysis done before both major 
releases of website  
- Eye tracking at ESIP/DUG 
Summer 2012, AHM 2012 
-  
 
Usability tests of ONEMercury - Feedback gathered at 2011 AHM  
 -   
DataONE Data Life Cycle -   
Stakeholder Matrix - The stakeholder network 
allowed us to prioritize the 
communities in a manner that 
would facilitate the coordinated 
and successful growth of 
DataONE. 
- Foundational tool of DataONE - 
Helps guide the work of other 
working groups 
-  UA – communities to assess, 
testing tools 
-  Sustainability & Gov – 
strategic partners 
-  CI – identify users 
-  
 
Policies and Best Practices -   
Scientists Baseline Assessment - Published  
Scientists Educators Follow Up 
Assessment 
- Drafted through several 
itterations.  Needs final review.  
Planned to deploy summer 2013. 
 
Early Adopters (Figshare) Baseline 
Assessment 
- Deployed.  Collecting data.  
Academic Librarians Baseline - Published  
Academic Librians and Libraries - Review and resbumit  
Data Managers baseline - Article drafted for submission  
Academic Libraries - Published  
Metrics and Statistics - Reviewed metrics from PMP 
- Reviewed what is being collected 
by infrastructure 
- Discussed Statistical portal/ 
dashboard: Object Level 
Statistics (PMP), User Level 
Statistics (Persona), MN level 
Statistics, Macro level Statistics, 
Emerging interdisciplinary, 
DataONE.org statistics linkage 
(PMP) 
-    
 
Draft Data Citation White Paper - Used internally  
Draft of DataONE infrastructure for 
non-techies 
-   
Communication audit and planning -   
Environmental scan challenges and 
trends 
-   
Evaluation of Tools to Support 
Science activities 
-   
 
